Abstract. We will have the date and time and put it into the model of the relationship between the solar height angle and local time, to obtain the length of the shadow of the functional relationship between theoretical value and observed latitude. We divide the length of the shadow of two adjacent times to eliminate the length of the pole. We minimize the error between the theoretical and actual values of the ratio of the length of the adjacent shadow to the objective function，and then use the search method to determine the minimum error of the straight rod location and local time.
Introduction
In the case of known changes in the length of the shadow, we establish the model to determine the location of the straight bar, that is, to determine the latitude and longitude here. Known shooting date and shooting time in Beijing, we can use the sun height angle and the local time relationship model, to obtain the sun height angle changes [1-2].
As the straight rod length is not given, we need to convert a shadow change to a series of data that only the sun's height angle θ is related by
We use the solar elevation angle and the local time relationship model to find the sun height angle change. Then we fit the two quantities to find a number of possible locations.
The Establishment and Solution of Model
The assumptions and justifications is (1)The earth is rounded around the sun; (2)The sun turns to uniform; (3)The sun's horns remain the same in one day; (4)365 days a year.
We can get the solar elevation angle change on April 18, 2015 through the solar altitude angle and the local time relationship model [3] 
We use the MATLAB fitting curve to satisfy the following conditions at the same time [5] . We sort out these data and found that these points were concentrated in three areas, namely 102 to 104 degrees east longitude, 3 to 4 degrees south latitude, 106 to 111 degrees east longitude, 18 to 20 degrees north latitude, 99 degrees to 104 degrees east longitude, latitude 21 To 24 degrees. We then search for these three regions to find the actual collection of sun shadow data with a good coordinate position.
From east to 100 degrees to 105 degrees, latitude 2 to 5 degrees, to step distance of 0.01 degrees search results as shown in Fig.1 . From east to 105 degrees to 112 degrees, latitude 17 to 21 degrees, to step distance of 0.01 degrees search knot Fig.2 . From east to 97 degrees to 105 degrees, latitude 20 to 25 degrees, to step distance of 0.01 degrees search results as shown in Fig.3 . We perform residual and variance analysis on these three coordinates, and then use MATLAB to draw the coordinates of the three coordinates of the map. Residual analysis is shown as Fig.4 Advances in Engineering, volume 126
Fig.4 Residual analysis

Summary
From the three-coordinate position of the three coordinate positions and the residual map, we find that there are abnormal values in the residuals of the coordinate positions of two or three, which may be due to the measurement of the vertex coordinates of the shadow Of the errors in our analysis need to eliminate these outliers. It can be seen from the figure, the residual position of the three coordinates of the residuals in the confidence interval. It can be found that the curve of the coordinate position is the best, the residual confidence interval is very small, the variance and also reach the order of A, we can see that the credibility of the coordinate position two is very high. The coordinates of the coordinates of the first and third of the curve fit slightly worse than the point two, but also belong to the fitting situation is good, the location of a residual confidence interval is less than the location of two, the difference between the two and the situation is not significant, the reliability of the analysis high. 
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